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Interview : taken by Bhanupratap (j&k India)

. Fidoic, heralds from India. A serious traveler, he spends his vacations with a diary, a pen, and
a bike roaming across India, to learn about disability issues and issues related to the status of
women. And when not traveling, he reads Marx. He has been published in several magazines,
international journals, and anthologies The Big RoundTable, The Week, Eccolinguistics and
The-Criterion are among them.

Questions: Different poets have their definition of poetry. What's poetry in your own
understanding?
Fidoic : Poetry is anything with deep meaning. Being it piece of art, nature, science or
technology. For me what can be explain is lesser poetry. There are many people who are seeing,
feeling, hearing, smelling, touching and saying poetry everyday without knowing it's poetry. It's
a poet who bring out poetry in everything. So, for me, poetry is anything with deep meaning,
because we form poetry from imagination, things and people around us.
Lets look at it:

Poem # 4 “Inaccessible”
(when the fall started)
Sleeping on the terrace
When sight transverse as far
Searching for you face in the stars
One there and one there
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Scattered here and there
Unsymmetrical but unifying
Each leading to other
And forming constellations
Giving a sense of peregrine
Yet so close, they seem
Inaccessible yet close
Like you.
Poem #6 “Deception”
(when I knew it was too late)
The little gags
The little smiles
The little grins
I pass to myself
When I look at her
Her arrogant jokes
The little pinches
The little hitches
The little glitches
I cause for myself
When I look at her
Her childish pranks
The little talks
The little songs
The little hums
I speak to myself
When I look at her
Her anguished plans
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But inside I know
It won’t help
She is just a dream
I am just a fool.
Poem # 7 “Hints of Bizarre.”
(when all went wrong)
Under the sordid bright sun
In the shade of red rocked wall
She and I sat; fingers entangled
The barren land reflected back
The broken pieces of emotions
Assembling a sacred gesture
The straight hair and white skin
The warm breath and rising bossom
Above which the sordid sun still shone
And below which the barren land still reflected
Without emotions an action is a gesture
A gesture an act of hopeless
Lust an act of loveless
And love an act of lust-less
Without love a kiss is a gesture

Questions: What kindled the love of poetry in your heart?
Fidoic: I think what kindled the love of poetry in my heart is my inquisitive mind seek deep, at
times the space in my mind is a lively book full of peaceful fulfilments. At times the space in my
mind became the strangest book full of perforated pages, wane turnout pages, upside-down
pages, pages bandaged by doubts, timidity and un-achievable expectations. On many occasion I
saw things battling to make meaning in my mind's eyes. As for my thoughts —they are library
where at times I lost myself, searching for the history that drafted my life, seeking for the history
that brought me here without past memories, to this place called earth, to this country called
Nigeria, to this body called mine that's struggled to be human, trying to make sense out of all
these senselessness sleeping and waking us up daily. So i tried to find meaning in everything I
meet, even, in the the small lost wind barking at the door of darkness to me has something to say
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to me as its mouthpiece. Poetry became the only art that compressed language and meaning in
my heart, it distills them slowly in my perception with preexisting words. The easiest,
commonest and cheapest way to cook my pains, lost, love, hope, desires, dreams, rage, meaning
and aversion is through poetry. That's why poetry kindled my heart.

Questions: What do you think has made you a poet?
Fodoic: I think what's making me a poet is doubt, rage, loneliness and mostly fear. I've seen and
heard so many things that history, faiths, society and capitalism tries to hide: the people
wallowing in squalors, crimes and wants. The laws that thieves made to add strength and create
more opportunities for the thieves. My mind is a literary, with shelves and book of adversary to
injustice. People are blind purposely to see how religions are being manipulated, used a tools for
revenge and annihilation, people are masking how religions are making other people inferior for
its worshippers to feel superior. People are blind to see how democracy is empoverishing our
country and continent than mending it's problems. At times i feel like going insane within me,
even ordinary asking in my mind comes with its thunder balls of misery, watching the people I
love die young, get accident, robbed, massacred, body parts amputated, little little sicknesses
mass murdering potential youths. Everywhere I turned catastrophes question the humane in me.
And only poetry is thick enough to fill this hollow space left in my heart? So I think doubts, rage,
loneliness and fear makes me want to be the best of poet, it put and saves my life from insanity
everyday, but am I qualified yet to call myself a poet? I think I am not.

Questions: Your poetry is unique, without full stop and capitals, how can you in few words
describe it?
Fidoic: I am from the school that believes poetry is a journey, full of bumps and hold-up, but no
full stop, the only bustop is our grave, that's why i have aversion for fu stop, i don't believe any
word is superior to another, capitals or no capitals words and alphabets are the same. I veneration
for each each alphabets are the same. Work of poetry need to leave the cult like terrain that it
dwelled on for so long. I’ve read many past and present poets, both foreign and domestic, I don't
want to be a cliché like everyone else across generation, all I saw was a repetitive experience of
love, anger, disappointment and etc, reported the same way over and over that only few people
understands it, the same old rules that make people care less about poetry, the rules that makes
poetry unpopular, the rules followed and over followed till it became the resistance in the way of
our understanding of beautiful poetry, i don't want to keep a distance between people and poetry.
I tried to be the crossroads: where our inner tenderness meet violence, peace, love, lost, rage,
pains, regrets, war, cheat to settle themselves, as a crossroads I am free to break all the set rules
of poetry to take poetry out of wasteland. I tried as much as possible to make attention my
number one form of generosity in the understanding of mother poetry. To reach the real things,
the people I care about, there is love and peace that poets are not telling us right all these years,
there are aesthetics view that poets are blocking with witful metaphors, simile, personifications,
etc that are at times resistants to the entering poems. Poets don't need to be occultic unwrapping
our deepest situations, we shouldn't expect any changes in poetry popularity and appreciation, if
we express our anxieties, love, dreams and hopes and etc in the same way everyday. There
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should not be too much sense of reason hidden in poetry for few people, there ought to be an
open door in poetry for people to enter without breaking the locks.
In my poetry I don't necessary talk to the physical people but their hearts, there are so many
people that come from where I’m coming from that do not get the chance to see or read their real
problems in print, the newspapers, televisions and magazines are busy painting the rich and
nobles, that they have no ink for our kind. When then mother poetry that encompasses all, should
be the coded designs. For long people hardly decipher works of poets. I don't want someone to
struggle to decipher the injustice done to him in my poetry, I write to communicate, art is all
about communication. And so, I see me and my poetry as a labourer working hard in a rare
moment of borrowed time for my kind.

Questions: As a Northerner, how's the understanding of poetry? Islam neglects the place of
poets, musicians and enchanters in its doctrine. Is the view still the same?
Fidoic: For me, poetry is not a sin, it's my personal perception. Northerners in the past avoided
Literature because of their faith. We could have had many Soyinka and Achebe's like in the
North. In the North we have the highest numbers of Islamic scholars in Africa, both writers and
memorizers, imagine they combined that with Literature. Can you imagine how many literary
books could have come from the north? Olden days Northern writers assumed literature and art
Haram. Poets are tongues of God against injustice. True, it's a reality, poetry was neglected in the
North but that's in the past, now we have great young poets emerging from the North, young
vibrant poets searching the deep meaning of poetry to elevate our chronic situation —the
inequality, underdevelopment and injustice. I advise every young Northern poet like myself, to
write the poetry he/her is able, forget the trending poetry. Deep metaphor becomes only a
necessity when I need to reduce the pains of our what's happenings to my reader. Example, If
saying the communal clashes left blood and pieces of dead bodies everywhere can open the fresh
wound, i can reduce the pain by saying, the communal clouds rain blood, like Noah time dead
everywhere, athletics legs became the Noah boat that ferry few to safety, you see, I managed to
tell what happened with less pains but didn't lock the meaning, I told the reader the room is
yours, prepare your bed as you like it. I don't need another world to describe our present feelings
of love or pains or frustration. Metaphors are about desperation and safety. I resort to deep
metaphor to make what I am saying safe and understood in the mind of my readers. I am more
like a path after rainy season steam disappeared. That's why in the opening of my book
'Instrument of Immortality', I opened with:

Poem #1 “The Previous Life”
(a life without love)
Looking at myself
I think of others,
Friends, contacts, and sylphs,
Happiness, gratification and banter,
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Is what they have
And I abstain.
Looking at others
I think of myself
Solitude, seclusion and pother,
Melancholy, displeasure and banshee,
Is what I have
And they abstain.
I don't want to give you a poem without its key in this era where everyone is distracted, so many
distraction at a time, not everyone is encyclopedia at ego, this era our knowledge is more like the
ashes after a book is burned, passion easily disappeared with little wind if the door to a poem is
not little bit open. Poet used to gives us poem with one hand and darkens its meaning with the
other.

Questions: You are a published poet. Take us through a memory lane as regards publishing, and
your poetry book 'Instrument of Immortality'?
Fidoic let have a look at it:

Poem #2 “Touch Of Love”
(when I fell in love)
When love touched me
The fertile fragrance of flowers frenzied
The shadowed sky shredded the stars
The demon devil deviated to his den
At the touch of love
The usual me became the special I

Poem # 5 “An Eternal Kiss”
(the life in love)
Tis a dream of open eyes
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That made my consciousness quiver
And my body shiver
I closed my eyes
To look into me
From within and outside
I see a girl and call fairy
And she turned fairy
Her lips touched mine
She emptied me off
And took my grief
And left me blank
I gazed the sky above
He reflected my hollowness
I asked her again
This time she filled me with joy
And added some strength
And my consciousness aroused
An eternal kiss;

Questions : Words of wisdom to writers generally?
Fidoic! am I not the least of person for a words of wisdom to writers? The little I have to say is
that writers used to take care of words more than anything, but we should learn to take care of
our thoughts more than our words, majority of what we think and imagined made us who we are,
words live with us but our thoughts are what travels in and out of our mental faculty. And writers
should all learn to be patience and respective towards the goals of one another, and when it's
obvious that someone's goals cannot be reached, we shouldn't stigmatized, and you, please don't
be ashamed that at times you'll have to adjust your goals, sometimes you must adjust your
actions and steps or try again harder. Every new day is our only mystic door to the book of
history, we must enter it with everything we have to be successful.
Thnks
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